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Ted Hughes
The mythical ‘Children’s Story in Five Nights’ is sometimes the stuff of nightmares
as a mysterious, seemingly indestructible Iron Man saves humanity from a
sneering, dark Space-Being. This rural sci-fi is an easy, quick read and will
appeal to boys and girls alike.
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The Iron Man came to the top of the cliff.
How far had he walked? Nobody knows.
Where had he come from? Nobody knows.
How was he made? Nobody knows.

Overview
for
teachers

Context
About the author
Although Ted Hughes was probably better known as one of Britain’s most famous modern poets
(and for his infamous marriage to fellow poet, Sylvia Plath), he also wrote prolifically for children,
including The Iron Man, The Iron Woman and How the Whale Became.
Born in 1930 in Yorkshire, his early rural upbringing nurtured a fascination with birds and animals,
shaping much of his poetry in his adult life. He initially studied English at Cambridge but, repelled
by what he considered the destructive nature of dismantling texts, he transferred to Archaeology and
Anthropology after two years. He had many jobs after leaving University including working in a zoo!
In 1956, after an intense and brief courtship, he married the American poet, Sylvia Plath, and began
publishing his poems to great critical acclaim. The marriage was troubled and ended with her suicide
in 1963. Six years later, his partner, Assia Wevill, committed suicide in the same way taking their
four-year-old daughter with her. Hughes stopped writing poetry for a few years afterwards, but began
a period of production again in the 1970s, his poems shifting in focus from animals to myth. In 1984
he became Poet Laureate, remaining in post until his death in 1998.
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What’s the story about?
A misplaced, mysterious hulk of an Iron Man, with a joyful and tender heart, finds himself on Earth
wholly unequipped to recognise its dangers; natural or manmade. Beginning the story in isolation
on the edge of a steep cliff, he falls, crashes and breaks apart; his scattered remnants on the shore,
mistaken for food by the gulls that inhabit this wild, inhospitable environment. They dispassionately
watch as he slowly manages to rebuild himself. The joy he feels at finding another part of his body
informs the reader that this Iron Man is anything but iron at heart.
After venturing into the depths of the sea to find his lost ear at the end of Chapter 1, he re-emerges in
the second chapter hungry, eating the village farmers’ machinery and their barbed wire fencing. Upset
by the nuisance he unintentionally causes, the callous farmers, guided by a clever young farmer’s
son, Hogarth, decide he must be got rid of. Tricked by Hogarth, the Iron Man falls into a pit and is
terrifyingly buried alive...and only Hogarth seems to feel any sense of guilt and remorse.
So, in Chapter 3, over a year has passed and there the Iron Man remains, the mound he is buried under
becoming a popular picnic spot. However, one summer’s day the earth rumbles and is rent apart as
the Iron Man manages to escape his earthy tomb. This time, Hogarth has a much more humane and
positive way of dealing with the naïve giant; he takes him to a metal scrapyard, promising him a daily
supply of food if he agrees to leave the farm machinery alone. A deal is sealed and everyone benefits.
Time passes once more and Chapter Four sees a bizarre twist in the story as the Earth and its inhabitants
are threatened by a bird-like ‘space-being’ that has landed in Australia. The humans’ immediate
reaction to their fear is to deal with it using violence - as they did the Iron Man. Failing to learn from
their previous experience, the humans’ attack on the space-being fails, managing only to enrage it
further. Hogarth pleads with the Iron Man to save them, which he agrees to do.
The final chapter sees the Iron Man speak for the first time in the story as he challenges the spacebeing to a contest of strength, the loser agreeing to become the slave of the other. The space-being
agrees to the challenge, but is outwitted by the Iron Man and enslaved. The space-being informs the
Iron Man that he behaved the way he did because he got caught up in the frenzy of the earthlings’
war-cries. He goes on to tell the Iron Man that the only capabilities he has are flying and making
music. Upon hearing this, the Iron Man magnanimously decides that the only task he will accord the
space-being will be to sing the music of the spheres as he flies around the earth, finally bringing peace
to all who lived there.

Themes to look out for
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isolation
Vulnerability
Destruction and resurrection
Nature
Trust
Life

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Faith
Belief
Myth
Sacrifice and salvation
Irrational fear and prejudice
Warfare and violence

Literary techniques

Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Characters
The Iron Man
Shrouded in mystery right from the beginning, the Iron Man is a colossal figure, described in
terms of his size and his clunking, slow movements. But for all his physical impressiveness, he is
vulnerable and in danger in this new world he finds himself in, from both the physical landscape
and its inhabitants. The reader sees that he is in great need of protection; his naivety adds to his
increasing sense of fragility while on Earth. He is not a danger to mankind, too trusting and
innocent for that, instead Hughes shows that he is capable of great gentleness and emotion as he is
‘gleefully’ reconciled with his lost hand. Touching it ‘gently’, this iron giant feels and the reader is
encouraged to empathise with him, setting the reader up to be appalled by the barbaric treatment
he later receives at the hands of humans. His inability or unwillingness to talk in the beginning is
a weakness since he cannot communicate to humans what he is doing or how he feels. The mad
whirring of his eyes is his only response to being buried alive and adds a tremendous poignancy
to his fate and helplessness. After escaping his earthy grave, he is forgiving of Hogarth and, with
Christian overtones, he willingly sacrifices himself to become the Earth’s saviour when asked.
Although not made of flesh, the Iron Man has more feeling and heart than the people he saves.

Hogarth
A farmer’s son and a clever young boy, Hogarth is the crucial link between the Iron Man and
mankind. Initially, Hogarth is the one who plans his capture and burial, but unlike the other
humans, he feels immediate remorse and guilt. Amongst the continuing bleak and cynical portrayal
of humanity presented, Hogarth represents a beacon of hope for the better qualities humans possess.
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The Space-Being
Seemingly a nemesis to the Iron Man and a potential destroyer of civilisation, the dreadful, sataniclike Space-Being arrives dramatically to Earth, attracted by the clamorous cries of warfare that
beset the planet. Mankind’s usual response to creatures or concepts it does not understand are
critically exposed by Hughes as they once again unsuccessfully attempt to deal with it using violence
and weaponry. The Space-Being’s role in the novel is to show how easy it is, yet potentially
dangerous, to get caught up in a maelstrom of feelings and that peace is more achievable when we
use intelligence rather than brute force in confronting an ‘enemy’. After its intellectual defeat by
the Iron Man, the Space-Being reveals its beauty, bringing a serenity to the Earth as it flies and sings
its sphere music: a feat that would have been unachievable by mankind alone.
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Setting

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress

Earth
Inhospitable and dangerous, the rocks are ‘sharp’,
the sea ‘chews’, the cliffs are ‘high’ and precariously
teetering at the edge of the ‘high’ cliff is the Iron
Man, made to appear vulnerable and isolated; no match
for the landscape. His dignified silence is in stark contrast
to the noisy, tumultuous ‘boiling and booming’ of the sea
and the relentless screeching of the seabirds. The attacking
and perilous nature of the landscape foreshadows the horrific
treatment he will later receive from mankind. It is a bleak view, but
this Earth is no place for strangers or the weak.
The setting and the war-like cultural values of those who inhabit it act as a commentary on the dangers
of demonising those who are different or not understood. The war-cries of mankind only serves to
breed further destruction, not less, whereas through the intelligent handling of the Space-Being by the
Iron Man, Hughes shows there can be another, more productive way of dealing with new encounters.

Narrative techniques

Written in the third person, the narrative voice is a cool one using short sentences, subordinate clauses
and commas, all the time slowing down the action; a technique the writer uses to distance himself
from those he is depicting. The obvious hysteria felt by mankind is not shared by the narrator. And
although he is a distant narrator, Hughes makes sure that the reader sides with him since he asks the
questions the reader automatically wants to ask as they read the story, ‘Where had he [the Iron Man]
come from?’.
The use of the gulls in ‘The Coming of the Iron Man’, witnessing events, adds to the sense of distance
between the Iron Man and the reader; we see the Iron Man and his actions through their eyes and we
share their bewilderment. They watch events ‘high on the cliff’, looking down at a safe distance.
They are inquisitive and follow him as he walks into the sea until they leave circling ‘low over the
line of bubbles that went on moving slowly out into the deep blue sea’. The reader shares the gulls’
curiosity and, with a multitude of questions, we are left to wonder at his being and at his fate.
Although the story is told with a coolness, the narrator’s attitude to the Iron Man is sympathetic and
compassionate. Early on he depicts an Iron Man who has a ‘human’ joyful soul, indicating to the
reader that this character, though we do not know a lot about him, is a force of good. A connection
is established since we all understand the feeling of joy when we discover something we thought we
had lost.
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Structure
Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise
Following a chronological structure, The Iron Man is a story of only five chapters with huge, unfilled
time lapses between chapters, lots of unexpected dramatic events and character appearances. Scantily
woven into the plot is the developing relationship between Hogarth and the Iron Man. Using our
imagination is the key to getting the most out of this novel.
A compelling and mysterious opening immediately grabs our attention in its strangeness, the reader
wanting to ask many questions about the place and the ‘person’ by the end of the chapter, but these
questions are never answered. Instead we are left to imagine, arousing our interest in the story. And
we are left to imagine again when Hughes introduces the Space-Being. It is weird and wonderful, an
out-of-space pterodactyl, with no home, no name and unclear motives...just like the Iron Man at the
beginning of the novel.
Structurally, the arrival of the Space-Being character comes at a critical point in the novel - the Iron
Man crisis has been resolved at the end of Chapter 3 and everyone is happy - so his appearance is
crucial in providing a fresh crisis and to move the story forward. The last two chapters detail the
conflict between the Space-Being and those on earth before everything ends happily once more and
harmony and peace rule. It is ironic that, rather than humans with their limited ideas, it took the
stranger to earth to understand, communicate, outwit and tame the other strange being.

Language
As you would expect from Ted Hughes, The Iron Man is rich and delicious in its use of language and
imagery, particularly similes and onomatopoeia.
Similes are used predominantly to emphasise the size of the Iron Man. He is ‘Taller than a house...’
and his head is ‘shaped like a dustbin, but as a big as a bedroom’ while his eyes are ‘like headlamps’,
‘His arms were like cranes’, ‘His chest was as big as a cattle truck’ and his foot ‘as big as a single
bed.’ While Hughes’ choice of similes may be urban and mundane, they are accessible comparisons
that every child can readily make and understand, ensuring that they will be left in no doubt of his
imposing figure.
To bring the story alive even further for children, Hughes uses onomatopoeia to highlight the terrific
sounds made by the giant as he navigates his way around the foreign landscape. Falling off the cliff in
Chapter 1 with a ‘CRRRAAAASSSSSH!’ followed by the repetition of ‘CRASH!’ and then ‘crashed’
is dynamic and awful at the same time. The unstoppable sounds resonate in the reader’s head. We feel
as though we are falling with him, imagining what impact it might have on his iron body - and then
we find out in simple, matter-of-fact language - ‘His iron legs fell off...’. The lack of emotion creates
more, not less, pathos for the disassembled iron creature.
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The deliberateness of the Iron Man’s movements are highlighted by either the use of short sentences,
‘His iron ears turned this way, that way...’, or through the prolific use of commas, ‘ ...And his right
foot, his enormous iron right foot, lifted - up, out, into space, and the iron man stepped forward, off
the cliff, into nothingness.’ The punctuation creates a rhythm to his movements, but it is a slow, steady
one emphasising the difficulty in moving such an enormous size and weight around.
The short sentences on a line of their own not only slow down the narrative, but also add to the
emotional impact and drama of the story. After he has fallen off the cliff, Hughes simply states:
‘A few rocks tumbled with him.
Then
Silence.’
Completely without melodrama, the lack of punctuation after the word ‘then’ indicates that Hughes
has not yet finished, though makes us quietly pause, desperate to know what has happened to the Iron
Man and shocked by the following ‘Silence’. Is the eponymous Iron Man dead already?

Special feature
Contrast
A literary device where two ideas
or things are put in opposition
to one another to emphasise the
differences.

There are multiple contrasts in The Iron Man, all of which are designed to create tension, show a
journey of ideas, highlight the impact of a character on a world or to highlight the differences between
them.
• A savage and wild opening contrasts with a serene and happy ending; the world transformed by the
selfless presence of the Iron Man.
• In an inhospitable landscape, life is contrasted against destruction and death. Gull chicks manage
to survive highlighting that life will always find a way; new spring growth forms on the grave of
the Iron Man - a sense of pathos created for the giant, buried alive for almost a year.
• The quiet dignity of the Iron Man is contrasted against the alarmed hysteria of the farmers.
• Warfare is pitted against the power of the intellect and intellect wins. With the arrival of the
Space-Being, Hughes shows a mankind that has learnt nothing in its misguided violent encounter
with the Iron Man. It futilely throws all its armed might at the strange Space-Being, provoking more
wrath from the alien, not less. It takes another ‘alien’, the Iron Man, to overcome the Space-Being
using intellectual cunning rather than physical power.
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Activities
for
children

Before reading

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Fear
and dread
Find out what Britain was like in the 1960s.
What conflicts were going on?mWhat did people fear?
Were they different to the fears people have today?
Research why Ted Hughes wrote ‘The Iron Man’ and talk
about what you have learnt.

Pictures
and objects
Examine a piece of iron, describing how it looks and feels as well as commenting on
the weight of it. Use your findings to draw and describe how you imagine an Iron Man
might look, move and talk.
Look at photographs of a wild shoreline and imagine what sounds might be heard, what
creatures or people live there and how they survive. If a story was to be set here, what kind of
story might it be?
Explore photographs of a range of people, of different races or ages for example, and discuss
assumptions we might make about people based on what they look like. Does your opinion
change if you are gradually given additional information about their personal history?

Debate
Discuss what your first reaction is to the following situations:
feeling fear, being somewhere unfamiliar, meeting people different to yourself.
How do your reactions compare to others in your class?
How do you react if someone is nice to you? And how do you react
if someone threatens you?
Why do some people fear what is different?
How far would you go to save the world? What would you be
prepared to sacrifice?
What do you imagine a creature from outer space to look like?
What does fighting achieve?
Do you think there are other life forms in space?
What do you think they might
look like?
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Facts
What is iron?
What is a UFO? What examples can you find of alleged sightings?
What does a gull look like?
What is a myth?
What is a fairy tale?
Find 10 facts about the author, Ted Hughes.
Did any of the facts surprise you?
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During reading

Stopping places

1

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques
Read to the end of Chapter I
The Coming of the Iron Man
Focus on...

• Presentation of the Iron Man
• Use of imagery
• How the author creates mystery

Things to discuss
Character: How is the Iron Man presented in this chapter? How do you feel about
him? What words, phrases or actions did the author use to influence your view?
Where do you think the Iron Man is from?
What do you think the role of the gulls are in this chapter?
How do you feel about them?
What questions would you like to ask about the Iron Man?
How did your impressions and feelings towards the Iron Man change through
this chapter?
What do you want to happen to him now?
How important is it for the Iron Man to be ‘complete’ and retrieve his ear?
Is the Iron Man what you expected?
What questions would you like to ask the Iron Man at the end of the first chapter?
Setting: How is the landscape presented and how does it make you feel?
What is its relationship with the Iron Man?
How does it influence the way you feel about the Iron Man?
Have you ever experienced a landscape like this?
Structure: The opening chapter of the novel is all about the Iron Man in danger. How
do you feel about the character as a result?
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Narrative: How would you describe the narrative voice?
Language: How does Hughes create a sense of danger in the first chapter? Why do you think he
chose to create a sense of danger in the opening chapter?
How does Hughes create a sense of the Iron Man’s size? What impact does this have on how you
view the character?
Themes: What themes do you think are beginning to emerge?
Story: What intrigues you about the opening chapter of the novel? Is there anything that surprised
or shocked you?
How did the events in the story make you feel towards the character of the Iron Man?
What do you think is going to happen next?
Graphics: How do the illustrations of the Iron Man compare to how you imagined him?

You could...
Work in groups, highlighting examples of the rich, beautiful, poetic imagery Hughes uses in this first
chapter: simile, metaphor, personification, onomatopoeia, repetition, adjectives and adverbs. Describe
their effect on you as a reader and how they shape your response to the story, character and settings.
Keep adding to your list as you read through the rest of the novel.
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2

Read to the end of Chapter 2
The Return of the Iron Man
Focus on...

• The presentation of Hogarth
• The attitudes of the people
• Questions about the story

Things to discuss
Character: How is Hogarth presented? How did you feel about him as you read
the chapter? How did the last paragraph affect the way you viewed him?
Is the Iron Man to be feared? What are your feelings towards him in this chapter?
Have they changed at all? If so, how?
Tell me about the Iron Man’s eyes. Why do they change colour? What might the
colours symbolise? What do you think or feel when the narrator describes them?
How important are the changes in colour?
How are the farmers presented?
Setting: Tell me about the setting and how it added to the drama of the chapter.
Language: In the first paragraph, the sea talks. Why do you think Hughes does
this? How did it make you feel as you read it?
Structure: How does Hughes build up the tension in this chapter?

‘psst...’

We see the Iron Man through the eyes of humans now; the simile, he had ‘a foot
the size of a single bed’, shows his enormity and frightening stature; the narrator
asks lots of questions; the recurring use of the colour red to symbolise danger;
the drama created by the onomatopoeic repetition of ‘Clink, Clink, Clink’. We
hear what he hears, but we have more information. We know it is a trap while
the Iron Man doesn’t.
Story: Were you surprised by anything in this chapter?
Were the farmers right to do what they did?
Did the Iron Man deserve to be buried alive?
Do you think we have seen the last of the Iron Man?
If this was your story, what would you have done with the characters?
What was the saddest part of the chapter for you?
Symbolism: What do you think the Iron Man symbolises?
Graphics: The people and their actions are in silhouette. What do you think this
suggests about the people? How did it make you feel about the characters and their
actions? Was it a good way of portraying them?

You could...
Create a chart showing your emotions at various points in the chapter. Which
emotion occurred the most? Which emotion was the most intense?
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3

Read to the end of Chapter 3
What’s to be Done with the Iron Man?
Focus on...

• The growing relationship between Hogarth
and the Iron Man
• The structure of the novel

Things to discuss
Character: What do you think of Hogarth?
How far do you believe Hogarth when he tells the Iron Man, ‘We promise
we’ll not deceive you again.’?
Would you have followed Hogarth if you were the Iron Man?
The Iron Man seems to trust Hogarth. Why do you think that is?
How do you see their relationship developing?
Structure: Everything seems to have worked out well for the Iron Man at the
end of the chapter and he appears very contented. This might traditionally
be the end of the story, but there are two more chapters left, so what do you
think will happen next? If you were the author what would you write about
in the last two chapters and why?
Story: What surprised you in this chapter?
Graphics: How did the illustration at the beginning of the chapter make
you feel towards the humans and towards the Iron Man? Whose side do
you think the artist is on?
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4

Read to the end of Chapter 4
The Space-Being and the Iron Man
Focus on...

• The presentation of the Space-Being

Things to discuss

Character: How is the Space-Being presented? What do you think of it?
Do you think the people of the world were right to try and ‘blast it off the
face of the earth’? What would you have done in their place?
Narrative: What do you think the narrator’s view of war is? Do you agree
with this view?
Themes: What themes do you think Hughes is continuing to develop? Do
you agree with his portrayal of mankind?
Structure: What do you think of this new twist in the plot?
Story: What is your prediction of events in the final chapter?
How do you think the Iron Man is going to deal with the Space-Being?

You could...
Practise reading the story aloud from ‘That tiny star was definitely getting
bigger’ to ‘The star seemed to have stopped’. Aim to get a real feel for
the language Hughes uses and how it can be conveyed with expression
and tension. Consider how reading aloud can captivate an audience when
telling stories.
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5

Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...

• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole

Things to discuss

Character: Who was your favourite character in the novel?
Who did you like least?
Which character did you feel most sorry for and why?
Who was the most dangerous character in the story?
How are humans presented in the novel?
Why do you think the Iron Man speaks for the first time in the final chapter?
Would you have liked to have heard his voice in previous chapters? What do you
think he would have said?
How surprised were you that the Iron Man agreed to save the people of the world?
We still don’t know anything about the Iron Man. What do you think is his past?
What happened to Hogarth?
Settings: How important was the setting to the story?
Themes: What theme could you identify with most?
Story: Did anything about the ending surprise you?
Did you like the way the story ended?
What did you like/dislike about the story?
What did you think of the contest between the Iron Man and the Space-Being?
Whose side were you on?
Would you describe this story as a myth? Or a fairy tale?
Is the story what you expected?
Who do you think was telling the story?
Which part of the story was most memorable for you?
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After reading

Create & imagine

Developing a personal response to the novel

A message of thanks
Imagine you are the leader of mankind. What would you say to the
Iron Man and the Space-Being at the end of the novel? Write a short
speech to be broadcast to the world, thanking them both for their part
in making the world a more peaceful place.

A different ending
The publishers have decided that they are not happy with the
last two chapters of the story and have asked you to re-write
them. They still want some kind of conflict to create a little
bit of tension, but what that conflict is is up to you. You may
like to add some drawings to illustrate your ideas.
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Space music
The Space-Being brought harmony to earth with its ‘Music of the
Spheres’, but what do you think the music sounded like? Work on
your own or with a group of people and compose your own ‘Music
of Spheres’. Use atmospheric recorded sounds or your own choice
of intruments to make a haunting, celestial soundscape. Record or
perform your composition for an audience.

Bringing the
giant to life!
Use craft items or junk materials to make your own robot
model, maybe even a giant life-sized one!
Or you could make an animated, stop-motion film of a
favourite section of the story.

Metal mealtime
The Iron Man likes eating metal. How many different types
of metal can you think of? Plan a special celebration ‘scrap
metal’ meal for the Iron Man as a reward for his hard work.
Which metallic objects would make tasty appetisers ...perhaps
some chewy paperclips or moreish drawing pins? What else
could you include on the menu?
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Memorable quotes
His great iron head, shaped like a dustbin but as big as a bedroom,
slowly turned to the right, slowly turned to the left.
Hush, said the sea. And again, Hush. Hush. Hush.
Suddenly – two headlamps in a tall treetop at the roadside ahead.
Headlamps in a treetop? How?
The Iron Man was pulling up the barbed-wire fence that led down
the hill. And soon Hogarth could see him, as he came nearer,
tearing the wire from the fence posts, rolling it up like spaghetti and
eating it.
He could hear the Iron Man’s insides grinding down there and it
sounded like a big lorry grinding its gears on a steep hill.
People who had never heard of the Iron Man saw the green hill as
they drove past ton their way to the sea, and they said: “What a
lovely hill! What a perfect place for a picnic!”
At once, the Iron Man’s eyes turned darker blue. Then purple.
Then red. And finally white, like a car headlamps.
That star was getting bigger because it was getting nearer. And
nearer and NEARer and NEARER.

Terribly black, terribly scaley, terribly knobbly, terribly
horned, terribly hairy, terribly clawed, terribly fanged,
with vast indescribably terrible eyes, each one as big as
Switzerland.
And now the space-bat-angel-dragon spoke again.
It gave the peoples of the world one week in which to prepare
its first meal.
After all, if he wanted he could flatten the Iron Man with one
eyelash.
‘There is the fire for you,’ he shouted. ‘ You go and lie there.
Go and lie on the sun till you are red-hot.’
‘I don’t know why. It just came over me, listening to the battling
shouts and the war-cries of the earth – I got excited, I wanted
to join in.’

The strange soft eerie space-music began to alter all the people
of the world. They stopped making weapons. The countries
began to think how they could live pleasantly alongside each
other, rather than how to get rid of each other.
All they wanted to do was to have peace to enjoy this strange,
wild, blissful music from the giant singer in space.

‘One of the greatest of modern fairy tales.’
Observer
‘Starts superbly with a clanking iron giant toppling from a cliff
and lying smashed on the rocks below. Then his various parts
get up and search for each other. Hughes had never written
more compellingly.’
The Times
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